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Abstract: The accelerated urbanization and industrialization in China is leading to major challenges
due to rising energy demand and emissions. Cities in particular play an important role in the
decision-making and implementation processes for the energy transition. However, they often have
only limited local energy potential and are heavily dependent on supply regions. We therefore assess
how a predominantly renewable power supply can be implemented based on the availability of local
or imported renewable resources. We present a case study in which an advanced energy system model
is parametrized and applied to address questions which are relevant to the transformation of the
energy system in China. The model is capable of simultaneously optimizing investment decisions and
hourly power balances of a scenario year, taking into account different storage technologies, regional
power exchange and policy constraints such as carbon cap, carbon price and renewable portfolio
standards. The study takes the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei metropolitan region with Inner Mongolia as a
supply region—considered as exemplary regions characterized by heterogeneous infrastructures,
resources and consumption—as its model. Starting from a context-related normative energy scenario,
we analyze a possible future electricity system under various assumptions using the Renewable
Energy Mix (REMix) energy system model developed at the DLR (German Aerospace Center).
Depending on the estimated potentials of renewable energies, technology costs and the projected
electricity demand, the metropolitan region is mainly supplied with imported wind and solar power.
A sensitivity analysis considers installed capacities, annual generation, CO2 emissions and costs.
The results indicate that the assumption of storage costs is of great importance for the future total
costs of an electricity system. Variations in other parameters led to different generation portfolios
with similar system costs. Our results provide insights into future regional infrastructure needs,
and underline the importance of regional coordination and governance for the energy transition
in China.

Keywords: energy system modeling; power system optimization; sensitivity analysis; metropolitan
region; energy transition; renewable energy

1. Introduction

Metropolitan regions are defined as cities and their surrounding areas with close socio-economic
links and with a concentration of population, transport and economic activities that are largely
dependent on imports from their hinterland [1]. The accelerated urbanization and industrialization in
China is leading to major challenges due to rising energy demand and emissions, especially in the
metropolitan regions on the east coast. The current serious urban air pollution and greenhouse gas
emissions are mainly caused by local coal-dominated power and heating plants, as well as oil-fueled
road transport. The electrification of heating and transport, combined with the decarbonization of the
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power system, is therefore an important transition strategy for urban areas [2]. However, the current
penetration of renewable energies in the power sector in China’s metropolitan regions is quite low,
with a share of less than 5% of total electricity generation (see Figure 1). The national average target for
2020 is 9%; the four regional targets of 5%, 7%, 10% and 13% are assigned to different provinces [3].
With the exception of the three provinces of Qinghai, Gansu and Ningxia, which exceeded in 2016
the targets set for 2020, most provinces still have large gaps in relation to the 2020 minimum targets,
especially in the eastern provinces. The Chinese Renewable Portfolio Standard Policy (RPS) was
released by the National Energy Administration (NEA) in February 2016, and aims to increase the
penetration of renewable energy, especially in the centers of consumption, and to reduce wind and PV
curtailment in the western provinces that are rich in renewable energy (RE), such as Inner Mongolia,
Gansu and Ningxia [4]. However, due to relatively limited RE potential in the centers of consumption,
the eastern coastal regions in particular will have to import large amounts of electricity from the
surrounding renewable energy-rich regions [5,6]. To overcome the current curtailment of PV in the
western provinces, the newly installed PV stations are now mainly located in the eastern provinces.
The municipalities Beijing and Tianjin plan to further increase the share of imported electricity from
the provinces of Hebei and Inner Mongolia to meet local climate targets and ensure the security of
supply. By 2020, Beijing and Tianjin plan to import 10 TWh and 6 TWh annually, respectively, half
of which will come from renewable sources [6]. By 2020, the installed renewable power capacity in
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei (BTH) region is expected to reach 45 GW [6].
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Figure 1. Percentage of non-hydro renewable energy in electricity generated in 2016 compared to the
regional 2020 targets [3], with an indication of possible regional power exchanges.

The aim of this case study is to investigate China’s future power supply with temporal and spatial
resolution. We focus on the interactions between two structurally very different regional systems
regarding the integration of high shares of variable renewable energy (VRE). The study covers four
megacities (Beijing, Tianjin, Shijiazhuang, Baoding) with a population of over 10 million [7], and nine
other large cities. The case study considers Inner Mongolia as a resource-rich supply region, which is
facing serious curtailment. In 2017, the curtailed wind power in Inner Mongolia reached 9.5 TWh [8].

The main research questions are how a predominantly renewable energy supply could be
implemented, how much locally available renewable resources can be integrated into the power
system and how much has to be imported from neighboring supply regions. In order to take into
account the variable characteristics of PV and wind, the case study analyses the expansion and use
of interprovincial power transmission capacities in temporal and spatial resolution. Furthermore,
the modeling deals with the role of local storage expansion and the integration of electric vehicles
(EVs) and power to gas into the future energy system. Since there are no long-term targets until 2050
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in the form of regional CO2 caps or specific shares of renewable energies, the following case study uses
predefined regional CO2 emission limits to analyze selected goal-oriented pathways for the power
system. Our study provides insight into the investment decisions from the perspective of a social
planner, which are necessary for the significant expansion of renewable energies, assuming minimal
curtailment and system integration costs.

Several studies have already examined the transition path to decarbonizing China’s power system
beyond the National Determined Contributions for 2030 (for details see Table S1 in the supplementary
material), but with different emphases:

Some have already analyzed the role of inter-regional transmission grid expansion due to load
balancing between renewable energy-rich regions and the population-dense coastal east metropolitan
regions [9,10]. Several addressed the required climate policies, such as the introduction of a CO2

price, a CO2 cap and RPS [9–12]. Among them, the linear optimization approach of minimizing
the costs of producing and supplying electricity was widely used for the analysis of future power
generation portfolios and corresponding investment in various options of power generation, storage
and transmission [9,11,13,14]. Some studies have also discussed the robustness of constructed scenarios
by analyzing future uncertainties, such as the CO2 price, fuel prices, capital costs of energy technologies,
RE penetration levels, solar and wind potentials, limitations of nuclear energy use and the projected
electricity demand [9–11,13,15]. The in-depth analyses of [9] and [13] also focus on the issue at a
national level with regard to policy options and transformation strategies.

However, to the best of our knowledge, no study has yet been conducted that incorporates the
existing short-term climate policy defined by individual provinces or cities into its long-term transition
modelling. Moreover, recent model-based studies have paid little attention to the sensitivities of
the model results with respect to the calculated investments for China’s future electricity system.
Uncertainties that have not been adequately addressed so far exist in particular with regard to the
costs of low-carbon technologies and other predefined system constraints [11,14–16] which can lead
to significant variations in the generation system, both in terms of installed capacity and generated
energy [17,18]. Compared to other applied scenario models, we have chosen a myopic approach
to optimize the balance between electricity generation, demand, transmission and storage in an
hourly resolution for each target year until 2050. This was done by calculating whole years with an
hourly resolution instead of just analyzing typical daily load profiles without distinguishing between
weekdays and weekend (e.g., [9]) or by considering selected time series (e.g., [13]) or only looking at
the medium term until the year 2030 (see, e.g., [10,12,14,16]). Some studies ignored the dispatchable
CSP technology (e.g., [13–15]), offshore wind and storage technologies (e.g., [16]) or considered only
pumped hydro (e.g., [10]) as a storage option. This case study examines, for the first time, the possible
future relationship between a solar- and wind-rich supply region and a metropolitan region with high
demand using a target-oriented long-term scenario of the entire energy system, and by considering
VRE as well as dispatchable CSP, biomass and geothermal technologies, grid expansion and other
storage technologies beyond pumped hydro.

Our study is structured as follows. First, in Section 2, we present our methodology, input data
and main assumptions. Based on that, Section 3 presents the optimization results for a defined
reference scenario in terms of total installed capacity, required investments, annual energy and dispatch
characteristics by region. In Section 4, we then analyze the influence of seven key parameters on
installed capacity, full load hours of power generation and storage technologies, and total system costs.
Finally, we discuss the results and come to our conclusions in Sections 5 and 6.

2. Methodology and Data

2.1. Methodology

The model framework REMix [17], developed at DLR, was parameterized for this case study
according to the regional structures and boundary conditions. The model approach represents the
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current state of research in the field of power system modeling, and has been applied in numerous
research projects focusing on the German and European energy system [19–22]. It applies a cost
minimization approach for capacity expansion planning and operation optimization with hourly
resolution under certain constraints of CO2 emissions and shares of renewable energy. A myopic
modeling approach [23] was applied to calculate the transition path from 2020 to 2050 in 10 year steps
(see Figure 2). In this approach, the result of one model run is used as the input for the next run.
Essential input data are hourly resource time series, technology characterizations and scenarios of the
electricity demand and power supply system. Historical weather data from the year 2001 are used to
model future time series of power feed-in from renewable energy (RE) sources.
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Figure 2. Renewable Energy Mix (REMix) energy system model based on [17] and its application in
this study.

REMix consists of two model parts: REMix-EnDat, for providing the temporal load and feed-in
data for the model regions, and REMix-Optimo, for solving the optimization problem. REMix-OptiMo
is a deterministic linear optimization program developed using the general algebraic modeling system
(GAMS), a high-level modeling language for mathematical programming and optimization. The model
is based on a modular structure represented by techno-economic parameters of each considered
technology, maximum installable capacities, specific investment and operation costs and efficiency.
The applied modules represent power demand, variable and dispatchable renewable power generation,
conventional power generation, power-to-power storage, power-to-hydrogen and direct current (DC)
power transmission, and include a simplified representation of electric cars with assumptions about
their load shifting potentials. Investments in new capacities consider technology cost, amortization
time and interest rate, allowing the calculation of proportional capital costs for the chosen optimization
periods [17]. The annual operating costs are calculated depending on the capacity of installed units
and the annual power output. The latter may include variable production costs, fuel and CO2 emission
certificate costs [17], which are taken into account in the following sensitivity analysis (see Section 2.3.1).
We do not apply costs for CO2 emission certificates to the reference scenario, but consider a regional
CO2 cap (see Section 2.3.2). The model regions (in this case, two municipalities and two provinces) are
represented by technology-specific power generation and storage, and are connected with transmission
lines. The capacity expansion of power plants, grid and storage is optimized according to the available
potentials and system constraints. The objective function is to minimize the total system costs for
all analyzed regions, which consist of the proportional investment and fixed operating costs of all
endogenously installed system components (added capacities) for one year of their amortization
time and variable operating costs of the total capacities of all technologies. For VRE curtailment,
we consider three operation modes: no curtailment, the option to fully curtail or curtailment up to a
share of the theoretical amount of energy feed-in. The model contains a detailed representation of
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Concentrating Solar power (CSP) plants to explore the abundant CSP potentials in Inner Mongolia for
future power supply. They use direct solar radiation to generate steam for turbine operation. Equipped
with thermal energy storage (TES) and backup firing systems, CSP plants can provide dispatchable
or even continuous power generation. The total thermal capacity of the solar field is composed of
the exogenously defined existing capacity and the endogenously calculated added capacity, whereby
the total capacity is limited to the potential determined by EnDAT. The hourly changes in the TES
energy level are described by the storage balance, which is represented by charging, discharging and
self-discharging [17]. In the following analysis, natural gas is used as back-up fuel in CSP plants.
Power generation in the biomass and geothermal module is restricted by the available resources.
For fossil fuel power plants, fuel consumption is calculated via the net efficiency of power generation.
Additionally, fuel costs and CO2 emissions and costs are calculated. Controlled charging of electric
vehicles (EVs) was only considered for passenger cars. The additional power demand for electric
mobility was derived from a comprehensive normative scenario for China from [24]. In this study,
a so-called Renewable & Import Scenario (RIS) was developed that covers high market penetration
of renewable energies and achieves a carbon emission reduction in line with the national 2 ◦C target
(see Table S2 in the supplementary material). The regional power system is optimized regarding supply
costs within predefined system constraints such as maximum CO2 emissions and a minimum share of
renewable energy (see in detail Section 2.3.2).

2.2. Input Data

2.2.1. Power and Hydrogen Demand

The hourly power demand curve is based on data from the China Southern Power Grid Company,
and was modified according to the annual demand of each modeling node based on the Renewable
& Import Scenario (RIS) analysis for the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei (BTH) region. Future power demand
is determined by the high electrification rate in the heat and transport sectors, in line with the RIS
scenario with consideration of improvements in efficiency [24]. The additional electricity and hydrogen
demands resulting from the inclusion of battery electric and hydrogen vehicles are also derived
from assumed market shares for passenger cars (PC) and light duty vehicles (LDV) under RIS [24]
(see Table S2 in the supplementary material). It is further assumed that half of the energy consumed
by hybrid vehicles comes from electricity. The share of electricity used for PC and LDV would increase
from 4% in 2015 to 55% in 2050. The absolute consumption values derived from RIS and taken into
account in the modeling are 229 TWh electricity for electric vehicles and 74 TWh hydrogen for fuel cell
vehicles in 2050.

2.2.2. Renewable Energy Potentials for Power Generation

The analysis of the regional potential of renewable energy resources in China is the basis for
assessing how the decarbonization of the urban power sectors can be supported by electricity imports.
For this purpose, a GIS-based calculation of total and hourly generation potentials was carried out
drawing upon on global weather data [25], spatial exclusion masks and assumptions about the average
characteristics of future technologies [26,27] (for details, see Chapter 1 in the Supplementary Material).
The analysis quantified the limited renewable energy resources available in the metropolitan region
in contrast to the enormous potential of solar energy and onshore wind in the neighboring Inner
Mongolia region, which, compared to the demand for electricity, illustrates the possibility of exporting
electricity (see Figure 3).
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electric vehicles under RIS scenario).

2.2.3. Existing Installed Capacities and Short-Term Targets

We take into account the currently installed power generation capacities of photovoltaic (PV),
wind (onshore and offshore), biomass, geothermal, concentrating solar power (CSP) as a baseline.
Additionally, we consider policy targets, e.g., for grid connection by 2020 or 2030 if available at
provincial (for Hebei and Inner Mongolia) and municipal level (for Beijing and Tianjin) [28–30]
(see Table S3 in the supplementary material). Hebei and Inner Mongolia aim to increase installed
onshore wind capacity to 18 GW and 45 GW, respectively, by 2020. Hebei province plans to install 1 GW
of CSP by 2020 [31] while Inner Mongolia’s targets are 3 GW by 2020, 6 GW from 2020 to 2025, and 7 GW
from 2025 to 2030 [32]. Existing installed capacities and short-term targets are used as exogenously
defined (minimum) input capacities, which are reduced according to the assumed lifetime of each
technology and supplemented by the endogenously calculated added capacities. The World Electric
Power Plants Database (2015) [33] provides the exogenously assumed capacities for conventional
power plants with combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT), gas turbine (GT), coal and lignite in the base
year 2015 (see Table S4 in the supplementary material). Currently there is no nuclear power plant in the
study region and it is assumed, in line with the RIS scenario, that there are no further plans for nuclear
power plants in inland China. Without investments in new coal-fired power plants, the remaining
capacity in Hebei and Inner Mongolia would be 10 GW and 8 GW in 2050, respectively, as a result of
the decommissioning in accordance with the expected technical lifetime.

2.3. Further Assumptions

2.3.1. Technical-Economic Parameters

For the prospective analysis of electricity generation from renewable energy and transmission
and storage technologies cost reductions and efficiency improvements are assumed according to
Tables 1 and 2. The solar multiple (SM) is defined as the ratio of the thermal output of the solar field to
the thermal input of the steam turbine. In the system modeling, SM is freely optimized and the heat
storage is added to the system according to this design parameter. The heat balance is determined by
the thermal output from the solar field and the backup unit as well as by the charging and discharging
of the heat storage in interaction with the power generation and curtailment. For the provision of firm
capacity, all CSP plants use natural gas-fired backup systems that allow full-load power block operation.
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Table 1. Assumed economic and technological parameters for power generation based on [34,35].

Technology

Investment Costs Fixed O&M Costs Variable O&M Costs Efficiency Availability Amortization Time

(€/kW) % of Investment
Costs/yr €/MWh % % yrs

2020 2030 2040 2050 2020 ~ 2050

Onshore wind 861 832 818 789 4 0
n/a

92 25
Offshore wind 2400 2200 2000 1800 5.5 0 92 25
PV 689 603 502 430 1 0 95 25
CSP_power block 980 980 980 980

2.5 2.2 37 95
40

CSP_solar field 399 320 256 192 25
CSP_thermal
storage 38 29 24 19 25

Biomass 2400 2200 2100 2000 4 2 30 90 25
Geothermal 10000 9000 8000 7600 4.5 0 9 ~ 11 95 20
Gas turbine (GT) 437 437 437 437 4 0 43.6 ~ 46.5 95 25
CCGT 850 850 850 850 4 0 60 ~ 63 96 25
Coal 1500 1500 1500 1500 4 0 46.8 ~ 49.1 90 40
Lignite 1640 1640 1640 1640 4 0 50 ~ 51 91 40
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Table 2. Assumed economic and technological parameters for electric energy storage [35].

Investment Costs (2020 ~ 2050:
€/kWh) Amortization Time (2020 ~ 2050: yrs)

Technology Storage Converter Storage Converter

Pumped
hydro 10 530 ~ 450 60 20

Lithium-ion
battery 300 ~ 150 100 ~ 50 21 ~ 25 21 ~ 25

Hydrogen
storage 1 1500 ~ 1200 30 15

CAES_AD 41 ~ 47 1020 ~ 570 40 20

Fixed O&M Costs Availability Efficiency (%)

% of Investment
Costs/yr % Charge Discharge Self-Discharge Rate

of Storage per Hour

Technology 2020 ~ 2050

Pumped
hydro 1 98 89 ~ 91 89 ~ 91 0.0005

Lithium-ion
battery 0.9 ~ 0.5 98 93 ~ 97 93 ~ 97 0.0011

Hydrogen
storage 2 95 71 ~ 75 60 ~ 62 0

CAES_AD 1 ~ 2 95 81 ~ 84 86 ~ 89 0.08

Four different electricity storage technologies are considered in the modeling. The energy storage
unit and the converter unit are modeled separately in REMix, taking into account the installation costs as
well as fixed and variable operating costs. The operating costs depend directly on the stored electricity.

The assumed economic and technological parameters for electric cars and electrolyzers for onsite
hydrogen generation at filling stations are shown in Tables 3 and 4. The installed electrolyzer capacities
and full load hours for hydrogen production are freely optimized. Three different CO2 certificate price
developments are considered in the following sensitivity analysis (see Table 5).

Table 3. Assumed economic and technological parameters for electric cars [35].

Year
Availability of

Delayed Loading
Ratio of Charging Capacity and

Maximum Charging Load
Variable O&M Costs

(Load Shifting)
% / € ct/kWh

2020 15 2 1
2030 30 2 1
2040 45 2 1
2050 60 2 1

Table 4. Assumed economic and technological parameters for local electrolyzers used for hydrogen
cars [35].

Year
Efficiency Investment Costs Amortization Time Fixed O&M Costs Variable O&M

Costs
% €/kWel yrs % of Investment Costs/yr € ct/kWhel

2020 70 527 30 1.5 0.1
2030 70 439 30 1.5 0.1
2040 70 366 30 1.5 0.1
2050 70 305 30 1.5 0.1
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Table 5. CO2 certificate price development paths according to [36,37] assumed for sensitivity cases
(unit: €/tCO2).

Year Certificate Price Low Certificate Price Medium Certificate Price High

2020 10 20 30
2030 20 37 73
2040 30 53 117
2050 40 70 160

The assumed price paths for fossil fuels are shown in Figure 4 based on [35]. The high development
paths are assumed for the scenario analysis, the low development paths are used for the sensitivity
analysis in Section 4.
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Transmission grid capacity expansions are limited to point-to-point HVDC technology between
neighboring modeling nodes. There are currently ten extra-high voltage direct current (EHV-DC),
three ultra-high voltage alternating current (UHV-AC) and six UHV-DC transmission lines existing in
China and three UHV-AC transmission lines are planned to be commissioned by 2020 [5]. They are
being considered as options for connecting RE supply regions with consumption centers in the eastern
coastal region.

For simplification, all the historic and scenario transmission capacities are aggregated by model
nodes and represented by HVDC transmission technology. Between the region of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei
and Inner Mongolia 6 HVDC transmission lines are modeled with a rated power of 1000 MW each
according to the current national grid plan for 2020 [5]. The investment costs for overhead lines
are assumed to be 544 k€/km [35] and additional costs for the installation of each converter station
are assumed with a reduction trend (see Table 6). The amortization time of transmission lines and
converters is assumed to be 40 and 20 years, respectively. The annual fixed operating costs are assumed
to be 1% of the investment. The power flow over each connection is limited by the predefined capacity
of the available lines.

Table 6. Assumed costs of converter stations for HVDC transmission lines (unit: Mio. €) [35].

2020 2030 2040 2050

108 102 96 90

The distances between the modeled regions, defined as the distance between the capital of each
province and the two municipalities, are listed in Table 7. A length factor of 1.2 is assumed for this
analysis between the geographical distance and the length of the overhead transmission lines.
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Table 7. Assumed distances between the four model regions (unit: km).

Connection Assumed Transmission Line Length

Beijing—Tianjin 115
Beijing—Hebei 265
Beijing—Inner Mongolia 406
Tianjin—Hebei 262
Tianjin—Inner Mongolia 506
Hebei—Inner Mongolia 396

Furthermore, a fixed capital interest rate of 6% is assumed for all investments in new power
generation, storage and grid technology.

2.3.2. System Constraints

Based on the scenario analysis of the carbon emission path for the Chinese power sector by [9]
this study assumes a national CO2 cap of 4.5 Bt in 2020, with reductions to 3 Bt by 2030, 2 Bt by
2040 and 1 Bt by 2050, respectively. This mitigation path is in line with the IPCC targets to achieve a
reduction in carbon intensity by 2020, to reach an emission peak by 2030 and to achieve a reduction
of CO2 emissions for China of at least 80% by 2050 compared to 1990 levels. The regional CO2 caps
are derived from the current CO2 emissions in the power sector according to the Multi-resolution
Emission Inventory for China (MEIC) database [38]. It is assumed that by 2050, at least 60% of electricity
would be theoretically generated from renewable energies of solar and wind in all regions considered.
The shares are allocated to each province/municipality based on the available 2020 targets (see Table 8).
Furthermore, grid expansion between supply region and consumption centers is limited to a maximum
of 50 transmission lines per transmission corridor with a total rated power of 50 GW for reasons of
acceptance and feasibility.

Table 8. Assumed theoretical solar and wind shares in the power sector by model region and regional
CO2 emission limits.

Minimum Theoretical
Share of Solar and Wind
in the Power Sector (%)

Beijing Tianjin Hebei Inner
Mongolia

Regional CO2
Emission Limit in the

Power Sector (Mt)

2020 (targets) 10 10 10 13 700
2030 18 18 18 24 470
2040 38 38 38 43 300
2050 58 58 58 64 150

3. Optimization Results

This section provides the quantitative results of the reference scenario analysis in terms of
installed capacity, investment and fuel costs, annual electricity production and resulting CO2 emissions,
as well as hourly dispatch for the modeled regions. Furthermore, the required grid expansion between
the regions is calculated under the objective function of minimized system costs.

3.1. Summary of Key Results

The optimization results for the reference scenario show that under the given assumptions and
system constraints, the share of renewable energy in installed power generation capacity and annual
electricity production would significantly increase under the RIS in both the BTH metropolitan region
and the Inner Mongolia supply region (Table 9). However, in Beijing and Tianjin, renewable electricity
generation only reaches around 60% by 2050, while the share increases to 74% in Hebei province and
98% in Inner Mongolia.
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Table 9. Solar and wind share of energy in terms of installed capacity and annual generation (with the
consideration of curtailment) by model region.

Installed Capacity 2020 2030 2040 2050
Beijing 16% 25% 26% 34%
Tianjin 21% 43% 52% 56%
Hebei 55% 78% 85% 86%
Inner Mongolia 64% 76% 84% 98%

Annual Electricity Generation 2020 2030 2040 2050
Beijing 13% 25% 38% 58%
Tianjin 10% 27% 43% 64%
Hebei 31% 56% 71% 74%
Inner Mongolia 61% 80% 91% 98%

CO2 emissions from power generation in the two municipalities would only decrease after 2030
under the current short-term policy till 2020 and the set system constraints (Table 6). In contrast,
emissions in Hebei and Inner Mongolia could be reduced immediately under the same scenario,
indicating that renewable technologies are already the most cost effective technologies in these regions.
These results reveal that the current short-term policy till 2020 is not yet sufficient to stop the growth
of CO2 emissions in municipalities in the medium term. However, with the further expansion of
renewable energies for power generation and the implementation of regional CO2 emission caps,
emissions in the metropolitan region could be reduced to 53% by 2050 compared to the 2010 level
(see Figure 5).Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 32 
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The optimization results show that the mean value of marginal electricity generation costs would
increase moderately till 2040 in all modeled municipalities and provinces (see Figure 6). With better
solar and wind resources, Inner Mongolia has lower marginal costs compared with the metropolitan
region that are below 56 €/MWh. The average marginal electricity costs in Inner Mongolia are used to
calculate the imported electricity costs for the metropolitan region, which have to be added to the cost
for its transformation of the energy system.
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3.2. Total Installed Capacity

Figure 7 shows the total installed capacities for power generation, electricity storage and grid
transmission as a result of exogenously assumed existing installations and additionally required
capacities as endogenous result of the system optimization. The total installed fossil-fired power plant
capacity in the BTH region decreases after 2040 but only slightly and in line with the requirement of the
total CO2 emission cap. A switch from coal to gas does not take place in power generation in BTH due to
the neglect of CO2 emission costs and the cost advantages of extensive emission reduction in the Inner
Mongolia supply region (see Figure 6). The share of PV in total installed capacity increases from 16% in
2020 to 73% by 2050 in BTH. Limited by the regionally available onshore wind potentials (36 GW and
31 GW if all sites below 4 m/s and 5 m/s wind speed, respectively, are considered) and noncompetitive
costs for offshore wind energy, wind installations stagnate and the share of wind in total capacity
decreases from 26% in 2020 to only 7% by 2050 in the BTH region. The maximum regional potential of
biomass is exploited by 2050, while only the planned capacities for geothermal energy and CSP are
installed due to the higher costs compared to other technologies. The maximum potential for pumped
hydro is fully exploited already by 2020. This leads to a continuous increase in installed capacity in the
BTH region mainly for lithium-ion battery, but also for local electrolyzers and adiabatic compressed air
energy storage (CAES_AD) from 16 GW, 3 GW and 0 GW in 2030 to 55 GW, 16 GW and 11 GW by 2050,
respectively, to balance the increasing variable generation of PV.

In contrast to the metropolitan region, both PV and onshore wind energy would dominate the
power supply system in Inner Mongolia (with a growth from 60% in 2020 to 96% by 2050) in terms of
installed capacity (see Figure 8). Since PV has lower electricity generation costs compared with onshore
wind, large amounts of PV are installed in the supply region in the period 2040–2050 (315 GW). Similar
to BTH, only the planned installed capacity for geothermal and CSP are installed due to the higher costs
compared to other technologies. The maximum regional potential of biomass is also exploited in Inner
Mongolia by 2050. The growth in installed capacity for storage technologies shows a similar trend to
that in the metropolitan region, especially for the expansion of lithium-ion battery in the last decade
of the scenario as a result of the large-scale installation of PV. The installed capacity for fossil-fired
generation decreases by 80% from 69 GW in 2020 to 14 GW by 2050. The installed capacities for RE and
backup power generation, storage and transmission can ensure that the growing power demand both
in the metropolitan regions and in the supply region is covered in every hour of the modeled years.
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3.3. Required Investments

In the metropolitan region, investment in renewable power plants rises sharply in this scenario
from 67 billion € in the period 2015–2020 to 214 billion € in the period 2040–2050 (see Figure 9).
In contrast, investment in fossil-fueled power plants peaks in 2020–2030 and declines to 95 billion € over
the last decade. Total investment in renewable power plant capacity exceeds that of fossil fuels after
2030. Compared to the relatively high investments in power generation capacity, storage expansion
requires only between 9 and 72 billion € for each decade from 2020 to 2050. Investments in storage
facilities are dominated by lithium-ion batteries for short-term load balancing due to a PV dominated
power supply system, which have less limited potential than pumped storage facilities. There is
also a limited investment in local electrolyzers and after 2030 additional investment in CAES_AD.
Investments in biomass, onshore wind and CSP remain rather stable for each decade at around
20 billion €, 30 billion € and 3 billion €, respectively. Due to the fast expansion of PV in the BTH region,
investments also significantly increase from 88 billion € in the period 2020–2030 to 162 billion € in the
last decade. In comparison, investment in wind power remains at a lower, and in the long run even
slightly declining, level, with only small investments in offshore wind in line with planned capacities
by 2020. The reason for this is on the one hand the limited regional onshore wind potential and the
assumed relatively higher offshore wind costs at relatively low full load hours (FLH) in the region.
On the other hand PV generation in the region in combination with imported electricity from onshore
wind energy is advantageous from a system perspective.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 14 of 32 
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In the Inner Mongolia supply region with an onshore wind and solar dominated power supply
system, large investments in wind power plants would be required in each decade (from 151 billion € in
the period 2020–2030 to 209 billion € in the last decade) (see Figure 10). Investment in PV capacity only
increases significantly in the last decade (to 136 billion € per decade). Investment in fossil-fueled power
plants decline from 105 billion € in 2020–2030 to only 21 billion € in the last decade. With CSP installed
capacity declining after 2040, more investment is needed for lithium-ion batteries and CAES_AD to
balance variable PV and onshore wind power generation. The storage demand arises mainly with
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regard to short-term load balancing by lithium-ion batteries with a lower demand for local electrolyzer
than in the BTH region. Investments in biomass power plants per decade remain relatively stable at
around 20 billion €.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 32 
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During the transition process in the energy system, according to the scenario calculations,
additional investments are also required for grid expansion, with an increase from 26 billion € in the
period 2020–2030 to 38 billion € in the last decade (see Figure 11). Such investments are led by the grid
expansion of 16 GW from Inner Mongolia to Beijing and Tianjin in 2020 to 68 GW from Inner Mongolia
to the BTH region and 2 GW from Tianjin and Hebei to Beijing.
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3.4. Annual Power Supply

Figure 12 shows that from 2020 to 2050 electricity imports for the metropolitan region increase
due to the additional power demand from heating and transport and the massive installation of RE
generation capacity in the supply region. The share of imported electricity in total power demand rises
to around 30% by 2050. According to the modeling results, a cost-minimized electricity system would
require substantial electricity imports already in the first scenario year 2020. By 2050, PV dominates
the power supply system in the BTH region (28%) while onshore wind dominates in the supply region
(69%). Accordingly, electricity generation from coal power plants would decline in both regions
after 2020. Given the limited potential for pumped hydro storage, other storage technologies such as
lithium-ion batteries, hydrogen and CAES_AD play an increasingly important role in a VRE dominated
power supply system equally in metropolitan and supply regions with full load hours increasing over
time. Local on-site electrolyzers can generate hydrogen as a renewable fuel and help to integrate
VRE into the power system, especially in the BTH region. With increasing shares of renewable power
generation, there will be a change in the backup power supply from CCGT to GT in the long-term. For
reasons of supply costs and by exploiting the given CO2 caps, a high proportion of coal-fired power
plants remains. This effect is reinforced by the fact that no CO2 costs are assumed in the reference
scenario. In parallel to these developments, the curtailed energy in Inner Mongolia rises dramatically
from 1% in 2020 to 11% by 2050, mainly from onshore wind (60%) and PV (33%).
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3.5. Hourly Dispatch Characteristics

The hourly balance between power generation, storage, transmission and demand shows typical
seasonal variations in the study regions. In this section, the hourly dispatch in the years 2030 and
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2050, which have significantly different characteristics, is discussed on the basis of selected results
(for details see the Supplementary Material).

In 2030, Beijing’s power supply system would be dominated by imported electricity and storage
by pumped hydro. Lithium-ion batteries, hydrogen and EVs still play a minor role in balancing PV
and onshore wind, and there is no curtailment of variable generation yet. From our results we identify
three characteristic seasons: From February to May, coal and biomass need to be operated flexibly,
supplementing imported electricity and power generation from PV and onshore wind to meet the
hourly power demand pattern. From June to October, coal and biomass power plants are operated as
base loads with GT and CCGT as flexible generators. From November to January, GT and CCGT are
not operated; at the same time, power plants using coal and biomass are operated as base load power
generators (see Figure 13).Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 32 
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Tianjin in 2030 would have a lower share of imported electricity than Beijing. Overall the dispatch
has quite similar characteristics than the one in Beijing, however, with considerably higher generation
from coal and lower electricity import shares (see Supplementary Material).

In contrast to the two municipalities, onshore wind also plays a major role in Hebei province in
2030 resulting in less import. CSP would operate intermittently in this scenario, especially when PV is
not available. Due to the limited potential of pumped hydro storage, more lithium-ion batteries are
needed to balance PV in such a system. Coal and biomass power plants are operated flexibly from
January to May with increasing curtailment of PV systems over time. From June to August, coal and
biomass would act again as base load power plants, GT and CCGT would be operated flexibly, and
there would be no curtailment of PV and wind. The higher PV share can be balanced out by the
lithium-ion battery and even leads to exports at peak times. After September, the share of power
generation from onshore wind increases, while exports of electricity from PV and flexibly operated
coal and biomass power plants decline.

As a supply region, Inner Mongolia in 2030 has a power system dominated by onshore wind with
a high share of exported electricity. CSP would operate intermittently when PV is not available to
meet peak demand and balance base loads. The local pumped hydro potentials could mostly cover
the demand for balancing variable wind and solar energies. Due to the still low power consumption
from EVs compared to the total power generation demand, EVs would only play a minor role in load
balancing. From January to May, coal and biomass power plants would be operated flexibly, with wind
and solar energy being severely curtailed during peak periods. From June to October, coal and biomass
would operate in baseload with less curtailment, whereas in November and December they would run
more flexible, again with increasing curtailment.

In Beijing in 2050, the share of electricity imports further increases with higher demand for
hydrogen and electricity for EVs. Still, during several periods of lower demand, PV and onshore wind
will be curtailed. From February to May, local PV tends to be unused because of relatively cheap
imported electricity. From June to January, coal, biomass and GT are operated as flexible generators
and local PV is used most of the time, resulting in less curtailment.

Compared to 2030, the share of imported electricity increases also in Tianjin, while at the same
time the curtailment of PV systems becomes more severe. Different from Beijing, CAES_AD would
also act as a short-term storage together with EVs, pumped hydro, lithium-ion batteries and flexible
hydrogen systems. During several periods, the power supply is completely based on renewable
energies, but with high curtailment of PV.

In Hebei, a large share of lithium-ion battery is installed in 2050 to balance PV power generation.
From February to May, the power supply system is dominated by PV and onshore wind with an
increasing curtailment rate. In June and July, coal, biomass and GT would operate flexibly with a still
PV dominated power supply system, but with less curtailment and increasing export. From August to
January, coal and biomass would act as base load generators with flexibly operated GT, an increasing
share of onshore wind, and less curtailment.

In the scenario, Inner Mongolia still has a power system dominated by onshore wind in 2050,
but with a higher share of PV compared to 2030 (see Figure 14). Besides the fully exploited storage
potential of the pumped hydro, lithium-ion batteries would dominate the storage system together with
CAES_AD and hydrogen. In contrast to the metropolitan region, EVs would only play a minor role
even in 2050, since in relation to total electricity generation, significantly fewer EVs would be available.
From January to May, the power system is completely based on renewable energies, with flexibly
operated biomass power plants and increasing curtailments of onshore wind and PV over time. In June
and July, the remaining coal-fired power plants need to be flexibly operated and PV dominates the
power system instead of onshore wind. From August to December, coal and biomass power plants act
as base load power plants, but only play a minor role, with less curtailment and an increasing power
generation from onshore wind energy.
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4. Sensitivity Analysis

The modeling results of the reference scenario shown above are based on a cost optimization
approach and are therefore dependent on uncertain cost assumptions for the future [39,40].
Other parameters also influence the results, such as used historic time series for the power generation
from renewable energies and exogenously defined system constraints. In this section, the influence
of costs assumptions and selected constraints on main output parameters for the power generation
structure, all storage technologies and grid expansion is discussed. In addition to the technology costs,
the sensitivity analysis was also conducted for CO2 certificate price assumptions, the restriction of
grid expansion, the limitation of curtailment of power generation from VRE and CSP, the fossil fuel
price paths and the FLH of available offshore wind. The parameter variations are defined in Table 10.
The sensitivity analysis considers the influence of assumptions on installed capacity portfolios, annual
electricity generation, CO2 emissions and system costs.

Table 10. Scenario assumptions for the sensitivity analysis.

Scenarios Assumptions

VRE_Inv_low Decrease of investment costs for VRE technologies by 50%
VRE_Inv_high Increase of investment costs for VRE technologies by 50%
Stor_Inv_low Decrease of investment costs for converter and storage units by 50%
Stor_Inv_high Increase of investment costs for converter and storage units by 50%
Grid_Inv_low Decrease of investment costs for transmission grid expansion by 50%
Grid_Inv_high Increase of investment costs for transmission grid expansion by 50%
CO2_price_low Assumption of a low CO2 certificate price path
CO2_price_medium Assumption of a medium CO2 certificate price path
CO2_price_high Assumption of a high CO2 certificate price path
Cur_restriction_20% Restricted curtailment ratio for VRE and CSP by region and year (below 20% in 2050)
Cur_restriction_10% Restricted curtailment ratio for VRE and CSP by region and year (below 10% in 2050)
Cur_restriction_5% Restricted curtailment ratio for VRE and CSP by region and year (below 5% in 2050)

Grid_restriction No further transmission grid expansion from Inner Mongolia to BTH region is allowed
(except current or planned transmission capacities)

FFP_low Assumption of a low development pathway for fossil fuel prices (FFP)

Offshore_FLH_high Assumption of higher FLH for offshore wind times series from surrounding coastal
Liaoning and Shandong provinces (see Figure S1 in the supplementary material)

4.1. Influence on Installed Capacities and Annual Electricity Generation

Figures 15–18 show for both regions the results of the sensitivity cases for the calculated installed
capacity and annual electricity generation by technology in 2050 compared to the reference scenario.
Of all the cases analyzed, a restricted grid expansion from Inner Mongolia to the BTH region has the
highest influence on both the installed capacity and the electricity generation structure in the BTH
region (see Figures 15 and 16). Under this assumption, the regional offshore wind resources of 64 GW
would be fully exploited. Furthermore, such a scenario results in a shift from gas turbines to CCGT
and to an additional grid expansion of 10 GW within the BTH region. Compared to the reference case,
26 GW lithium-ion batteries, 37 GW CCGT and 1 GW onshore wind would be additionally installed to
compensate for the reduced electricity imports. In contrast to the metropolitan region, the influence of
parameter variations in Inner Mongolia is particularly evident in changes in the shares of wind, solar
and storage technologies due to the high share of renewable energy supply (see Figures 17 and 18).
This is also the reason why variations in investment costs for VRE and storage systems have the largest
influence of all scenario variants in Inner Mongolia.
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The effects of assumed CO2 certificate prices on the power system also differ for the two regions.
For the BTH region, CO2 certificate prices would contribute to the further reduction of coal and gas
turbine power plants. The highest CO2 certificate prices would result in a further installation of
lithium-ion batteries and hydrogen storage as well as to more imported electricity from Inner Mongolia.
In Inner Mongolia, higher CO2 certificate prices would promote the further expansion of photovoltaic,
onshore wind, storage technologies of lithium-ion batteries, hydrogen storage and CAES_AD, and the
grid. Higher investment costs of VRE technologies would result in a shift from PV, onshore wind and
storage technologies to dispatchable CSP systems with an additional expansion of the grid between
Inner Mongolia and the BTH region.

Quite different effects on the two regions also derive from assumed reduced investment costs
for storage technologies, decreased VRE investment costs, and a low development path for fossil
fuel prices. Under these assumptions, the installed capacity of coal power plants will be significantly
reduced by 33 to 38 GW in BTH by 2050. However, this would have to be compensated for by additional
installations of various storage technologies (including hydrogen)—each less than 20 GW—and an
expansion of up to 6 GW grid transmission capacity. In contrast, these three cases each show significant
and different effects on the RE power generation structure in combination with storage demand in
Inner Mongolia, with a slight increase in gas consumption in the case of lower fossil fuel prices.

Lower effects are visible for both regions if the costs for grid expansion are changed or the
curtailment rate is restricted to 20%. If only a maximum of 10% to 5% curtailment is allowed,
some relevant effects become visible. In the case of BTH, a small switch from gas to coal in combination
with higher storage demand (above all batteries) can be observed, with some effects on electricity
import and PV. In Inner Mongolia, a 5% curtailment restriction leads to significantly lower PV and
wind installation and generation in combination with less grid and short-term storage expansion,
but with some shift to CSP and hydrogen storage. Furthermore, assuming higher FLH of offshore
wind power plants would not increase the use of regional offshore wind resources.

In addition, the results of the sensitivity analysis for the corresponding full load hours of electricity
generation and storage technologies are provided in Chapter 2 in the Supplementary Material. However,
the results on the power supply structure only represent the technical perspective. Regarding the
environmental and economic effects, we therefore present in the following sections the effects of
structural changes in power systems on CO2 emissions and system costs.

4.2. Influence on CO2 Emissions

The differing CO2 emissions of the analyzed generation structures are shown in Figures 19 and 20.
The analysis clearly shows that setting prices for CO2 certificates is an effective measure to further
reduce CO2 emissions by reducing the FLH of fossil fuel power plants. In addition, lower investment
costs for VRE technologies, storage systems and grid expansion would further promote the market
penetration of renewable energies with storage and power exchange, which would significantly reduce
emissions in the medium to long term. On the other hand, higher investment costs and a restricted grid
expansion would delay regional CO2 emission reduction, especially in the medium term. A special
case is the assumption of low prices for fossil fuels. This leads to significantly higher emissions in 2030
due to the economic advantages of coal firing, but in the long term, assuming the CO2 cap, it would
result in a significant switch from coal to gas by 2050 and correspondingly lower specific emissions
from power generation.
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4.3. Influence on Total System Costs

The influences of the parameter variations on the total system costs are shown from 2030 to 2050 in
Figure 21. The total system costs are calculated from the annuities of investments of all endogenously
installed capacities, the fuel costs, the fixed and variable operational and maintenance costs and the
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operating costs for load shifting by electric vehicles. The influence of storage costs clearly dominates
the variation of system costs over the entire time horizon and leads to positive and negative deviations
from the reference scenario of over 150 billion € in BTH and 100 billion € in Inner Mongolia. The reason
behind is that storage costs significantly influence both the installation of fossil fuel power plants
in the BTH region and of RE capacities in Inner Mongolia. This result is particularly relevant when
one considers that many storage technologies are still at the beginning of the learning curve [41,42].
The uncertainties of cost assumptions are therefore often high, and large cost reductions are expected
with further development [43]. Compared to that, all other parameter variations result in relatively
small deviations from the reference case, up to a maximum of less than 25 billion €. Although the
variation in investment costs for VRE in Inner Mongolia, the grid restriction to the BTH region, and the
setting of CO2 certificate prices in both regions lead to the highest variations in installed capacities,
their impact on the system costs is rather small. Similar conclusions can be found in other sensitivity
studies for power systems dominated by renewable energies [17,18,44].
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5. Discussion

Our analysis considers a variety of options to supply a metropolitan region of China with
renewable power. Biomass, PV and wind appear to be more cost competitive than dispatchable
power generation from CSP and geothermal energy, of which only the currently planned capacities are
operated at the modelled system cost minimum. Since the regional potential of pumped hydro power is
already exploited before 2030, there is a high correlation between the installation of PV and lithium-ion
batteries, which is observed from 2030 to 2050 in BTH and in 2050 in Inner Mongolia. Offshore wind
energy within the BTH region is only cost competitive if further imports are restricted. Thus, the two
municipalities of Beijing and Tianjin will largely depend on imported electricity, which also supports
the findings of [14]. In Hebei province, the power system in 2050 is dominated by PV supplemented
with onshore wind and some residual coal in the winter season. Inner Mongolia’s power system
is dominated by onshore wind energy, especially in the winter season. Dispatchable CSP will be a
pillar both locally and for export, an aspect often neglected in previous studies (see Table S1 in the
supplementary material). Compared to the metropolitan region, the role of electric vehicles in its
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renewable energy-dominated power system is rather small. The hydrogen systems, compressed air
storages and natural gas turbines are operated flexibly to compensate for deficits from import during
the night. In Inner Mongolia, storage and grid technologies are of complementary importance to
balance peak PV generation during the day and low onshore wind generation at night.

Considering the bandwidth of our sensitivity analysis, we see significant impacts of higher
or lower investment costs for VRE and storage on installed capacity in both regions as also shown
in [11,13,15]. The introduction of a CO2 pricing system is an effective measure to further reduce regional
CO2 emissions, but due to different strategies in the two regions. In the metropolitan region we see a
strong shift from coal to gas and only little additional renewable generation. In Inner Mongolia there
is a major shift in renewable installations. Curtailment restrictions seem to be of minor importance.
This is also reflected in the variation of the FLH of all technologies in the sensitivity analysis. We see
major differences above all in the dispatchable technologies in both regions.

From a system perspective, our sensitivity analysis reveals how the development of storage costs
overshadows all other effects of cost variations and constraints. This is particularly interesting because
storage systems include technologies with so far quite uncertain cost learning curves [42,45]. For all
the other sensitivity parameters we see much lower impacts. Even if they induce a strong change in
the system structure in our modeling, we achieve a wide variety of scenarios at roughly the same
system costs.

The analysis of the structural changes shows a number of interesting effects on individual
technologies. In particular, technology cost assumptions and restrictions on grid expansion between
the regions have a large influence on the portfolio of installed capacities of fossil power plants in BTH
and of renewable power plants in Inner Mongolia. High VRE technology costs would strongly influence
the installation of CSP, PV, onshore wind and lithium-ion batteries in Inner Mongolia. Low storage costs
will particularly promote the installation of lithium-ion batteries and hydrogen storage. The installation
of onshore wind in Inner Mongolia is highly influenced by the VRE costs, which also have an impact
on the expansion of compressed air energy storage. Higher costs for VRE and storage technologies
would promote the installation of CSP due to increased cost competitiveness. The restriction of grid
expansion would have the largest influence on the installation of offshore wind turbines, lithium-ion
batteries and CCGT in the BTH region.

Furthermore, restricting the curtailment ratio to 5% affects the installed capacities of gas turbines
and lithium-ion batteries in the BTH region and on the installation of CSP, PV, and onshore wind in
Inner Mongolia. Although a strong restriction of curtailment is very likely to lead to an expansion of
storages (see also [43]) it also results in higher operating hours for coal, GT, biomass and CSP and at
the same time rather lower FLH for storage technologies.

Many research questions are still open: The consideration of additional sector coupling options
such as flexible direct or indirect electrification (via power-to-gas), demand side management in
industry or the use of cost-effective energy storage in the heating and gas have an impact on the results
of such system modelling, particularly with regard to storage technologies [40]. Future changes in
load profiles could have additional effects and should be investigated. Furthermore, we have not
considered the combined impact of individual cost changes on the configuration and operation of
the system. The robustness of the results presented here is also challenged by the fact that the linear
optimization approach is susceptible to penny switching effects in technology selection, which has
already been discussed elsewhere (e.g., [46]). On the other hand, our scenario analyses result in a large
optimization plateau that presents many technologies as valid solutions, thus limiting the risk of costly
wrong decisions at the political level. Last but not least, apart from the generation side, exploring
carbon reduction potentials from the demand side with options such as carbon cap, cap-and-trade,
and carbon tax also play a vital role in achieving a low carbon energy system (see e.g., [47–51]).

6. Conclusions

We applied a linear approach to minimize system costs in order to analyze the deployment of
various technologies of power generation, storage and grid transmission in a low-carbon scenario at
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hourly resolution. We also looked at the future role of electric vehicles in the integration of VRE into the
regional power supply system. In addition, the current short- or medium-term development targets for
renewable energies were integrated into the analysis of a low-carbon power supply in the long-term
future. A sensitivity analysis of selected parameters addresses the high level of uncertainty associated
with the unclear cost development of new technologies and possible constraints. The optimization
results illustrate the possible infrastructural needs of the future power system, which differ significantly
in the metropolitan region and the supply region. The hourly dispatch shows the interactions between
different technologies in balancing power generation and demand as VRE market penetration increases
and additional electricity is needed for the electrification of the heating and transport sectors.

The optimization results show that under the set system constraints, the share of renewable energy
in terms of installed capacity and annual electricity generation would increase significantly, leading to
an immediate reduction in CO2 emissions from power generation in both regions. With the further
expansion of renewable energies in the power systems, the amount of curtailed power also increases.
Therefore, much more flexible technologies and operating strategies need to be implemented in the
medium to long term.

According to the optimization results, the marginal costs of electricity generation would increase
until 2040 in all modeled municipalities and provinces. The better solar and wind resources in Inner
Mongolia result in lower marginal costs compared to the BTH region. Even if the overall share of fossil
generation declines sharply, under the assumed CO2 emission path, a significant installed fossil power
plant capacity in the BTH region would serve as a backup in the long-term. In contrast, the installed
fossil power plant capacity in Inner Mongolia could be largely replaced by 2050. The results for the
metropolitan region are more sensitive in comparison to the supply region if future import corridors
are restricted. In all cases considered, however, the combination of spatial and temporal balancing
measures is able to cover the hourly electricity demand with a large share of variable renewable
energy such as PV and wind. The relevance of grid expansion and electricity imports illustrates the
necessity of integrated regional planning to deal with the unbalanced distribution of electricity demand
and renewable resources at minimum cost. The modeling also provides evidence that such regional
cooperation reduces the overall curtailment, leading to a more efficient energy system.

The sensitivity analysis revealed that variations in input parameters—apart from storage—have
little impact on the total system costs, even if they have significant effects on the other analyzed
parameters (capacity and generation/FLH). This means that different system layouts promise a feasible
renewable energy system for the interconnected regions at similar costs.

Due to the limited hinterland, the future decarbonization of the energy system in metropolitan
regions generally poses a major challenge. The significantly unbalanced distribution of renewable
resources and load demand in China further increases the dependence of the future low-carbon energy
system on the expansion of transmission corridors. Regionally integrated modeling between RE-rich
regions and demand centers provide comprehensive evidence of how renewable power supply could
be implemented, and first estimates of required future investments in various power generation,
storage and transmission technologies. In addition to setting an overall regional cap on CO2 emissions,
the introduction of CO2 certificate prices is proving to be an effective climate policy to reduce the
operation of fossil-fuel power plants and further promote the expansion of VRE in the power system.
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